
DEREK STONE MEMORIAL 12 CAR RALLY – 25th FEBRUARY 2005 
 
All 30mph and 40mph areas are to be treated as quiet zones in their entirety. Please DO NOT use spot lights or 
excessive noise especially approaching or leaving bends and junctions where there are houses. Please drive 
quietly past all such housing. 
 
There are a number of LWRs, Long Way Round the grass triangles in the middle of road junctions. Some will have 
code boards the correct way round, some will have nothing and are there to slow you down. There will be no LWR near 
housing.  
              
 
Quiet Zones Start to TC1  5013  5214 East half TC7 to Finish 
              
 
Your start time will be circled on your road book/time card. To find your due time at the time controls just look to 
the time on the next row down on the same column. If you have been late at an earlier time control (ie you have 
moved along the card to the right) and arrive early at a control you may make up some of the time by moving back to 
the left but no more than the number of minutes specified in the ‘Make Up’ column of the timecard.  
Code boards should be recorded in the boxes on the timecard. Marshals will counter-sign empty boxes on the 
timecard. 
              
 
Additional Information 
 
The route is very accurately timed at 30mph, so Beginners/Novices, please take this into account. There is no need for 
excessive speed or to deviate from the road surface and make unplanned visits to parts of the Essex countryside. 
 
Experts should note that the clues reflect those currently used in the SEBRON championship as some of you have 
indicated that you need exposure to this standard of clue. I do not think they are difficult but just in case each envelope 
will contain an explanation of the previous sections clue. If, and only if you get stuck, should you open the next envelope. 
Opening an envelope other than at the designated control will attract 2 fails but this may be beneficial if it allows you to 
work out the clue at the time rather than in the pub.  
              
 
Controls  Start NW716119  TC1  NE684120WSW  TC2  NE596109SW 
  TC3 ESE530½085¼NW TC4  S497¼115E  TC5  WSW556114½E 

TC6  SW675½158½NE  TC7 ESE681145¾  Finish 663144 
              
 
Run Out to TC1  713¾119½NNW  SSE708½131SSW SSE703127¼SW 
              

Entry List  
Car  Class  Driver / Navigator    Car 
0 Course  Tony Michael / Paul Barrett    07771 976761 
1 Beginner  Claire Abrey Nicola Smith    Subaru WRX 
2 Novice  Robert Dillon / Shane Keilthy   BMW? 
3 Novice  Ian Shaw / Trevor Suckling    Audi Quattro 
4 Novice  Matt Brewerton  / Paul Brewerton   Renault Clio   
5 Novice  Tom Vallance / John Vallance    Renault Clio 
6 Novice  Ed Scott / Ben Scott    Ford Focus 
7 Novice  Neal Allsopp / Tony Vanderheide   Ford Fiesta XR2 
8 Novice  Richard Millbank / Chris Goddard   Peugeot 205 GTi    
9 Expert  Jonathan Davies / Graeme Leese   Vauxhall Astra  
10 Expert  James Fewell / John Parsons   Vauxhall Astra 
11 Expert  Chris Parmenter / Andy Merchant   MG Maestro  
12 Expert  Mark Barham / Carl Brown    Peugeot 205 GTi 
 
00 Course Closing Dave Leadbetter / Matt Endean   Toyota Corolla 
 
Organisers/Start/Finish Gordon Popperwell / Brian Jaggs   07977 051241  


